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 [C [AMBIGUOUS]; [DEFAULT; [LO; [COMPILE_FLAGS; A: You are not using an array, but a structure. In Matlab, array
names are always prefixed with an @. It is very important that you respect the naming conventions when you are dealing with
objects in Matlab. I just had the same problem: apparently you can't use. and.*, though it works with.* (all of them, basically)

Try this: [X,Y,Z,Z] = size(oldx); Or, more intuitive: newx = oldx*newx; Explanation for the original problem: oldx is a structure
in Matlab (I'm not sure if it's also in Matlab 8.0, but it is in 7.9). The.* operator is a way to access one field of a structure. That
is, to access 'oldx' as a whole, you would have to write: oldx.oldx To access each field individually, you would write something
like this: oldx.z; In the same way, you can access all fields by writing this: oldx.* There is a problem with this though: the dot

star operator is used to create a function with the same arguments as the function you are writing, while the dot operator creates
a function with no arguments. By multiplying oldx by itself, you are creating a function with no arguments (that is, the zero

function). In your original case, this is exactly what you wanted, but you are still using the.* operator. And, as explained above,
the.* operator is not working with zero. Barcelona superstar Lionel Messi scored two goals in his team's 4-1 friendly win against
Madrid's Basel in the first Barcelona friendly of 2014 on Saturday. Messi opened the scoring with a penalty on the 15th minute.

However, the second goal came at the end of the first half as Barcelona broke the deadlock at the end of the first half, Messi
scoring from a good free-kick. But there were concerns for Barcelona in the first half as Madrid striker Cristiano Ronaldo

netted twice, taking his side's total 82157476af
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